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What the craft…
Being a designer, maker, crafter or artist, making things
that you can question the need of, can feel contradictory.
You may lose track and motivation in your profession if
you get stuck in those thoughts. Instead we decided to use
this contradiction to reach as far as we can in doing great
things that enhance life. Producing only as much as we
need, using natural materials.
When we started AVEVA DESIGN, we outlined a framework to
work within: Colorful, happy, useful and natural. But the more
you learn, the more specific the framework becomes. The most
important we figured is to use new knowledge, be kind, stay
tuned and have fun!
With a passionate and caring mindset, we deliver unique
crafted products that create good vibes around your
home for a long time.

FLOWER POT 20
A pretty famous shape, but in a woolly way. Stunning to combine with our
other models as well as with the classic terracotta version.
flower pot 20 p.38
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URBAN JUNGLE
We love to create an urban jungle in our house. Here with our Flower pot 16 and 18 series.
Treated with natural rubber on the inside, we have created a waterproof flower pot of wool.
The light and soft feeling gives them a unique expression.
wool garland p.47 / flower pot 16 p.36 / flower pot 18 p.37 / wool jar p.46
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NOMAD HOTEL
We all value some quality time, some privacy or our own
space. Maybe you need some rest, a little nap or even some
deep sleep. This also applies to cats, dogs or other little
darlings, and the woolen tipi gives a great spot for that.
Warm, soft and cozy!
aveva tipi p.46
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bird house p.43 / art trivet p.56 / wool poster p.48 / flower pot 20 p.38 / the curious p.44 / aveva tipi p.46
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WUTHERING HEIGHTS
& POPPY FIELDS
A new tall vase, Wuthering heights, for single spectacular cuts.
Made of wool, glas and sand.
All posters are inspired and connected to our home in Skåne, Sweden.
A cat overlooking the sea from a great spot in the hilly region of Skåne.
A field in full blossom in early summertime. Ginkgo trees around our
neighbourhood and poppy fields when leaving the city.
wool poster p.48 / wuthering heights p.42
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UP IN THE AIR
Hang your floral cuts - on the wall, in the window or
above a table. Light air circles for air plants or everlasting flowers.
Swedish craft in light porcelain!
icicle vase p.42 / love is in the air p.39
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trivet botanique
trivet round p.53
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seat cushion 18 p.50 / itty bowl p.45 /
candle holder p.44 / volcano vase p.41
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WOOL BASKET
With long and strong handles, this wool basket is
not just enhancing the room you put it in, but is also
very useful to collect blankets, toys, firewood or
other items in need of organization.
wool basket p.49
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People who really care do it better!
We are proud of what we do and it is important for us to be upright and true
friends with our fantastic suppliers, crafters, co-workers and people we
collaborate with. From A to Z, we solely work with people around us that
all care and contribute in the same way to a great product and service.
In this long term process, the following values are
important to us:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mule-free wool and kind techniques
Natural and azo-free colors
Certified wood
Organic cotton
Smart and minimal packaging
Long living products
Craftsmanship
Engaging all in the process to improve, rather than getting a certificate

It is all about the choice of material!
Through our choice of natural and sustainable materials and craft techniques,
we work against mass consumption for the benefit of the planet and oneself.
We only produce what we need and invest in fewer and lasting products.
Another great advantage of natural materials is the possibilities to renew and
biodegrade them once they are entering “end of life”.
Why we fancy wool so much?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% natural
Renewable
Biodegradable
Warm and cool
Flame retardant
Strong and lasting
Stain-resistant
Anti-static
A natural insulator
A non-allergen, safe solution

Ceramics - an ancient material for the future.
Ceramic doesn’t burn, it withstands heat, light and chemicals and is easy
to clean. In addition, it is extremely durable, as many of the archaeological
findings around the world prove. Ceramics have no harmful side effects during
manufacture or use (emission-free), since all substances are chemically bound
in goods or glaze.
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TRIVETS
trivet round p.53 / trivet oval p.56 / pot holder p.52 / itty bowl p.45 / flower pot 20 p.38
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Our newest trivet model, TRIVET OVAL! It is replacing the
table runners and fits even better to your tablesetting.
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seat cushion 18 p.50 / eva jar p.45 /
wool vase p.40 / volcano vase p.41 /
candle holder p.44
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STUDIO CRAFTS
The last two years has been years of change and renew for AVEVA. From mainly being
wool fanatics, a whole ceramic studio has been built up in Limhamn-Malmö, to expand the
studio. Some pieces have already been seen, and in this catalogue we show a bit more.
A studio production means a lot to us! It means happy crafters, enthusiastic people, having
fun, creative flow, small scale and people who really care! We make pots to be enjoyed by
generations! The collection is here to stay and to grow.
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CERAMICS
As one of the first ceramic project, our Eva jar was designed
by Eva for Aveva! Designed in our Malmö studio, we thought
it was time to have a “solid” sister to the wool jar. Not all
goods are suitable to store in wool. Minimal design and
focus on creating a “down to earth” look.
Itty bowls is a multi bowl for pinch salt, soy sauce, dip,
spices, chilis or a tea light.
Inspired and connected to the wool vase, we created a
ceramic version of the “volcano” series. Each piece is
named after an actual volcano. Hand glazed like an
exploding volcano, this little vase is bringing happy
organic vibes to any room, simply a color explosion
on it´s own, perfect for a fresh little flower.
eva jar p.45 / itty bowl p.45 / candle holder p.44 /
wool vase p.40 / volcano vase p.41
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Projects
One of the great advantages of having our own studio is the
possibility to make unique pieces, play and develop.
Do you need unique ceramics or products? We love to help you!
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

GREENERY

flower pot 16

flower pot 18

The light, soft and round shape gives these round flower pots a unique expression. Placed by the window, on the floor
or hanging in the air, the flower pots will solely or in a group bring good vibes anywhere. The inside is coated with
natural rubber that makes the flower pot water proof.

This straight model of our wool pots has a vivid ombre look, matching other materials, colors and plants in
a unique way. New colors for this year are Sage green, Terracotta and a new soft Pink.
Material: Wool and natural rubber

Material: Wool and natural rubber
Small
Ø: 10 cm
H: 7 cm
Weight: 30 g

S Grey 1032

S Dark grey 1373

Medium
Ø: 18 cm
H: 15 cm
Weight: 145 g

M Grey 1033

M Dark grey 1376

L Grey 1034

L Dark grey 1379

S Arctic blue 1375 M Arctic blue 1378 L Arctic blue 1381

S Petrol 1035
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M Petrol 1036

Small
D/H: 8 cm
Weight: 30 g

Large
Ø: 25 cm
H: 20 cm
Weight: 165 g

L Petrol 1037

S Mustard 1374

S Olive 1494

M Mustard 1377

M Olive 1491

Medium
D/H: 14 cm
Weight: 70 g

Large
D/H: 19 cm
Weight: 150 g

X-Large
D/H: 30 cm
Weight: 470 g

S Mustard
1623

M Mustard
1628

L Mustard
1633

S Dark grey
1621

M Dark grey
1626

L Dark grey
1631

XL Dark grey
1672

S Rust
1624

M Rust
1629

L Rust
1634

S Concrete
1653

M Concrete
1654

L Concrete
1655

XL Concrete
1675

S Pink
1650

M Pink
1651

L Pink
1652

S Olive
1622

M Olive
1627

L Olive
1632

XL Olive
1673

S Sage green
1768

M Sage green
1771

L Sage green
1772

S Terracotta
1769

M Terracotta
1773

L Terracotta
1774

XL Terracotta
1780

L Mustard 1380

L Olive 1488

S Pink 1492

M Pink 1489

L Pink 1486

S Rust 1493

M Rust 1490

L Rust 1487
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flower pot 20

flowerpot hanger

love is in the air

A pretty famous shape, but in a woolly way. Stunning to combine with our other models as well as with the
classic terracotta version.

Air plants and pothangers is back in our homes, but
clearly with an updated feeling when combined with
our wool flower pot. In all its simplicity, it’s a great
enhancer and suspension to all pots.

Light air circles for air plants or everlasting flowers.
Swedish craft in light porcelain!

Material: Natural cotton
Other info: Fits perfect to small and medium size
flower pots.

Ø: 10 cm
L: 45cm
Weight: 50 g

Material: Wool and natural rubber
Small
Ø: 9 cm / 6 cm
H: 9 cm
Weight: 30 g

Medium
Ø: 15 cm / 10 cm
H: 15 cm
Weight: 75 g

Large
Ø: 20 cm / 14 cm
H: 20 cm
Weight: 170 g

Material: Porcelain and leather

L: 90 cm
Weight: 85 g
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S Rust 1791

M Rust 1794

L Rust 1797

S Sienna 1793

M Sienna 1796

L Sienna 1799

S Terracotta 1792

M Terracotta 1795

L Terracotta 1798

Black 1801

White 1802

Black 1495

Nature 1065

Coral 1800
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wool vase

volcano vase

ginkgo leaf

Inspired by mountain peaks, this wool vase is a happy little home for fresh flowers.
A balanced mix of wool, sand and glass makes the vase stable & waterproof.

Inspired and connected to the wool vase, this is a
ceramic version of the “volcano” series. Each piece
is named after an actual volcano. Hand glazed like an
exploding volcano, this little vase is bringing happy
organic vibes to any room, simply a color explosion
on it´s own, perfect for a fresh little flower. Hand
thrown in our ceramic studio in Malmö, Sweden.

Bring attention to your serving!
A light porcelain Ginkgo leaf for teasers, truffles or a
wedding ring!

Material: Wool, glas and sand
Small
Ø: 4,5 cm
H: 8 cm
Weight: 30 g

Medium
Ø: 5,5 cm
H: 12 cm
Weight: 60 g

Large
Ø: 6,5 cm
H: 17 cm
Weight: 100 g

Material: Ceramic

Material: Porcelain
L: 11-13 cm
W: 10-11 cm
Weight: 30-35 g

Ø: ca 7 cm
H: 12-13 cm
Weight: 215 g

S Pink woods
1682

M Pink woods
1696

L Pink woods
1697

S Deep blue sky
1683

M Deep blue sky
1695

L Deep blue sky
1698

White 1785

S Volcano
1685

S Coral reef
1681
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M Volcano
1693

M Coral reef
1692

L Volcano
1700

L Coral reef
1701

S Snowy mountain
1684

M Snowy mountain
1694

L Snowy mountain
1699
Hualãlai 1725

Askja 1710

Etna 1711

Mt. Baker 1709

Black 1784

Fall 1786
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wuthering heights

icicle vase

the flower dude

bird house

Tall and lanky, with a little bit of crazy attitude. Cool
together in a gang but bold enough on it’s own. Suitable
for not too heavy flowers.

Hang your floral cuts - on the wall, in the window or
above a table.

This little dude can get really cool short curls of cress
sprouts or a punky look of grass. Or why not flowers in
the hair!

Inspired by the bird’s way of building, our birdhouse is
made of their favorite material – wool! They know that
wool is an outstanding protection against water, wind
and cold. The colors are kept natural to fit into nature.
The birdhouse is suitable for most species of small
birds such as tits, sparrows & finches.

Material: Wool, glas and leather
Material: Wool, glas and sand

Material: Ceramic
Ø: 4 cm
H: 23 cm
Weight: 70 g

Ø: 5 cm
H: 25 cm
Weight: 270 g

Ø: ca 8 cm
H: 7 cm
Weight: 280 g

Material: Wool and leather cord
ORDER NOW!
AVAILABLE
FROM
APRIL 2020

LxWxH: 15x15x18 cm
Weight: 75 g

1707 Black forest

White 1808
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Grey 1811

Sage green 1813

Mustard 1812

Terracotta 1814

Grey 1809
1708 Olive grove

Rust 1810

1819 Grey

1748 Indian summer
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HOME & ACCESSORIES

the curious

candle holder

itty bowl

eva jar

They say curiosity killed the cat. Luckily they also
say that cats have nine lives. “The Curious” is a cat
collection of unique cats in raw stoneware. Handmade
in our studio in Malmö, Sweden.

Brighten up, with a splash of colors and shine.
Candleholders made in our studio in Malmö, Sweden.
All glazed with love and some of them with recycled
beer bottles.

A multi bowl for pinch salt, soy sauce, dip, spices, chilis
or a tea light. Made in our studio in Malmö, Sweden.

As one of the first ceramic project, this jar was designed
by Eva for Aveva! Designed in our Malmö studio, we
thought it was time to have a “solid” sister to the wool
jar. Not all goods are suitable to store in wool. Minimal
design and focus on creating a “down to earth” look.

Material: Raw stoneware

Material: Ceramic

Medium
Ø: 3 cm
H: 11 cm
Weight: 150 g

Ø: 11 cm
H: 5,5 cm
Weight: 220 g

Ø: 6 cm
H: 3 cm
Weight: 60 g

Large
Ø: 3,5 cm
H: 17 cm
Weight: 280 g

M White 1741

M Grey 1740
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Material: Ceramic and natural cork
Ø: 8 cm
H: 6 cm
Weight: 230 g

L White 1744

White 1805

Black 1804

Black 1787

Emerald 1807

Goldmine 1803

Malachite 1788

Turquoise 1806

White 1781

Black 1713

Emerald 1782

Goldmine 1724

L Grey 1743
1736 Freckly

M Black 1729

Material: Ceramic

L Black 1742

1738 Recycled pilsner

Turquoise 1783
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wool jar

aveva tipi

pixies

wool garland

Handmade jar made of wool and a lid of cork. A natural
storage for your smaller possessions. In the kitchen, the
bathroom, or the bedroom for your jewelry, or whatever
you choose. With the beautiful soft blend of two colors
together and the light cork lid, this jar is not only a place
to put away your stuff, it’s a beautiful decoration in
your home.

We all value some quality time, some privacy or own
space. Maybe you need some rest, a little nap or even
some deep sleep. This also applies to cats, dogs or other
little darlings, and the woolen tipi gives a great spot for
that. Warm, soft and cozy!

Those little pixies from the north are here to bring good
and whimsical vibes during festive seasons. During
winter and Christmas, they like to gather in groups and
enjoy standing in the center of attention.

Playful garland for the garden, interior or party in happy
colors.

Family of 3.

L: 200 cm
Weight: 38 g

Inside cushion removable for cleaning.
Do not wash or tumble dry.

Material: Wool

Material: Wool

Material: Wool and natural cork
Material: Wool and birch wood.
No use of chemicals.

Ø: 8 cm
H: 9,5 cm
Weight: 75 g

Small
H: 10 cm
Weight: 3 g

Medium
H: 14 cm
Weight: 5 g

Large
H: 18 cm
Weight: 7 g

Ø: 45 cm
H: 65 cm
Weight: 1200 g

Botanique 1749

Dark grey 1732
Concrete 1703

Dark grey 1636

Olive 1637
Black 1727

Rust 1726
Circus 1649

Light grey 1731
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Sage green 1775

Mustard 1638

Terracotta 1776

Pink 1704

Rust 1639

Mustard 1767

Red 1730

Whimsical 1719
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wool poster

wool bag

wool basket

All posters are inspired and connected to our home in
Skåne, Sweden. A cat overlooking the sea from a great
spot in the hilly region of Skåne. A field in full blossom
in early summertime. Ginkgo trees around our
neighbourhood and poppy fields when leaving the city.

Basket or bag, we leave that up to you!
Excellent for all the stuff you need to have around; on
the ground or on the run.

With long and strong handles, this wool basket is not just enhancing the room you put it in, but is also very useful to
collect blankets, toys, firewood or other items in need of organization.

Material: Wool and birch wood.
No use of chemicals.

Ø: 30 cm
H: 25 cm
Weight: 550 g

Material: Wool and swedish leather
Material: Wool
Ø: 40 cm
H: 35 cm
Weight: 800 g

WxH: 50x70 cm
Weight: 590 g

Poppy field 1765

Fields of skåne 1722
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Urban ginkgo 1766

Cat on kullaberg 1723

Concrete 1818

Black 1816

Olive 1815

Mustard 1790

Concrete 1677

Black 1676

Olive 1679

Mustard 1746

Rust 1718

Pink 1678
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seat cushion 18

wow hanger

wood hanger

The perfect layer to make any chair more comfortable. Made of 100% wool, the cushion can be used both in- and
outside, keeping you cool in summer and warm in winter.

WOW hangers of a balanced mix of wood and wool.
This is where soft meets hard, and we make use of each
materials qualities. A great addition to any wall.
Arrange them in group or in a straight line for your
preferred feeling and style.

A high quality finish of coated and uncoated wood.
Same profile as the WOW hanger makes them great to
combine. Available in two sizes, medium and large.

Material: Wool and swedish leather
Ø: 33 cm
H: 1 cm
Weight: 130 g

Material: Wool and birch wood
Other info: Screw M6 included

Medium
Ø: 5 cm
L: 5,6 cm
Weight: 65 g

Medium
Ø: 5 cm
L: 9,8 cm
Weight: 70 g

Raw grey 1614

Concrete 1611

Cerise 1228

Olive 1660
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Aubergine 1612

Mustard 1747

Large
Ø: 7 cm
L: 7,9 cm
Weight: 159 g

Beach
1313

Beach
1320

Oak
1481

Oak
1480

Smoked oak
1483

Smoked oak
1482

White
1314

White
1321

Black
1315

Black
1322

Grey
1316

Grey
1324

Petrol
1318

Petrol
1325

Dark grey 1659
White 1643

Pink 1609

Material: Wood
Other info: Screw M6 included

Grey 1125

Fuchsia 1149

Rose 1644

Coral 1641

Coral 1613

Blue 1610

Petrol 1150

Turquoise 1252

Sky blue 1646

Pistache 1155

Olive 1645

Charcoal 1642
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KITCHEN

aveva wallet

wool potholder

trivet round

The original is back in cotton as a “limited edition”

Colorful and updated potholders in 100% wool for all
hot things. Easy to use, just bend it and you have two
small pockets for your hand.

Soft, stain- & heat resistant trivet that brings color to your table. Our unique trivets are made of 100% high quality
wool. High quality craftsmanship and AZO-free colors for a long lasting product.

In ecologic cotton the wallet is a hand made product,
including 10 plastic pockets with perfect fit for bankor membership cards. The inside pocket leaves space
for notes, receipts or business cards. The wallet is
easy to close with a simple button.

Material: Wool
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans most stains.
If necessary, hand wash or dry-clean.

Material: Wool
Care info: Handwash or dry-clean.
LxWxH: 11x18x1,5 cm
Weight: 40 g

Material: Eco cotton

Ø: 17 cm
H: 2 cm
Weight: 120 g

LxWxH: 10x7x2 cm
Weigth: 56 g

Raw wool 1540

Sky mint 1663

Orange white 1662

Blue dot 1661

Zigzag 1664

Jungle white 1665
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Concrete 1762

Raw grey 1598

Concrete 1599

Dark grey 1502

Olive 1501

Mustard 1523

Rust 1500

Terracotta 1751

Berry 1503

Red 1647

Coral 1750

Pink 1504

Teal 1505

Grey dots 1398

White dots 1393

Pastel 1392

Botanique 1753

Forest 1754

Sea 1755

Lemonade 1669

Jungle 1668

Reef 1667

Tundra 1244

Cherry 1666

Cinnamon 1720

Dark grey 1532

Olive 1530

Mustard 1535

Rust 1529

Berry 1531

Red 1680

Coral 1763

Terracotta 1764

Pink 1533

Teal 1534
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trivet round large

trivet ombre

This is the larger version of the round model. High quality craftmanship and AZO-free colors for a long lasting product.

An ombre trivet with detail work in leather. As for all our wool products, this trivet is made of high quality wool,
azo-free colors and is naturally heat and dirt resitant. In common with the other trivets: Quality wool, AZO-free colors,
heat-resistant and designed to have a long life.

Material: Wool
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans most stains.
If necessary, handwash or dry-clean.
Ø: 25 cm
H: 2 cm
Weight: 250 g

Raw grey 1596

Mustard 1528
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Material: Wool, swedish leather
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans most stains.
If necessary, handwash or dry-clean.
Ø: 21 cm
H: 2 cm
Weight: 110 g

Concrete 1597

Rust 1760

Dark grey 1525

Red 1745

Olive 1526

Pink 1761

Concrete 1686

Dark grey 1687

Teal 1689

Pink mustard 1690

Saffron 1721

Raspberry 1688

Emerald 1691
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art trivet

trivet oval

trivet square

coaster family

Locally inspired art for your table setting, and a piece of
art on a hook when not in use.

A longer trivet for oven pans and larger pots.

A square shaped handmade trivet for hot pots and pans!

Material: Wool
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt
repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans
most stains. If necessary, hand wash or dry-clean.

Material: Wool
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt
repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans
most stains. If necessary, hand wash or dry-clean.

Our coasters in hexagon are made in light cork and are
dipped in 4 different colors. Sold in a 4-pack. Handmade
in Sweden.

LxWxH: 33x18x2 cm
Weight: 230 g

LxWxH: 20x20x2 cm
Weight: 140 g

Material: Wool and swedish leather
Care info: Felted wool is with its natural oils dirt
repelling. A careful rinse under the tap water cleans
most stains. If necessary, hand wash or dry-clean.
Ø: 21 cm
H: 2 cm
Weight: 110 g

Material: Natural cork
LxWxH: 10x10x0,5 cm (per piece)
Weight: 8 g

Raw grey 1757

Raw grey 1003

Dark grey 1008

Botanique 1770

Arctic blue 1005

Moss green 1007

Circus 1717

Pale green 1006

Raspberry 1004

Grey 1620

Dark grey 1756

Cat on Kullaberg 1778

Urban Gingko 1779
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Fields of Skåne 1777

Botanique 1759

Circus 1758
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Ekonomigatan 4
SE-216 13 Limhamn
Sweden
www.aveva-design.se
contact@aveva-design.se
Instagram: @avevadesign
Pinterest: @avevadesign

LOCAL CONTACTS / AGENTS
BELGIUM
Studio L+A
Maarten Teetaert
studiola@studiola.net
+32 495 583 496

NORWAY
Sol Tekstil
Hans Georg Askjem
post@soltekstil.no
+47 40 412 989

SOUTHERN SWEDEN
Göran Larssons Agenturer AB
Göran Larsson
goran@glagenturer.se
+46 733 649 253 / +46 733 779 630

ITALY
CeD Rappresentanze / Concetti e design
Gianluca Cecconi
info@concettiedesign.it
+39 55 733 1262

JAPAN
POS CO., LTD.
Ariko Kurihara
info@posjapan.co.jp
+81 (0)4-2941-2680

NETHERLANDS
Stas Home Déco Sales Agency
Indra Stas
info@stashomedeco.nl
+31 85 060 6231

CONTACT US!

AVEVA DESIGN AB

